No protests at porno film

By Thomas Huang

The American yacht Liberty beat Australia II in the first two races of the best-of-seven America's Cup finals yesterday and Wednesday, dampening the furor over Australia's radical keel.

Liberty beat her opponent by 70 seconds Wednesday and 93 seconds yesterday off Newport, R.I. In Wednesday's race, Liberty passed Australia II, favored by many to win the Cup, halfway through the course. Australia II later broached rudder on the final leg trying to match a maneuver by the American yacht.

The crew of Liberty asked MIT ocean engineering Prof. Justin E. Kerwin to conduct a fast design of the Australian yacht, which had a keel that was said to remove the center of gravity and make the Australian ship look unstable. Kerwin studied footage of Wednesday's race and said he concluded there was no problem. Kerwin's work, however, was not made public as he added, "but the trend of the results, as you would expect, followed basic fluid mechanics."

Kerwin said a yacht with keel fins five meters above the waterline, as the new keel on Australia II, cuts the draft, allowing the keel to be lowered. Kerwin said the keel gains two to three meters of draft, allowing the keel to be lowered. The Australian ship loses about a meter of draft, Kerwin said, but in the process the keel is sitting almost in the air. Kerwin said the keel fins are "a classic example of how you can design something that looks simple but is actually a complex problem."

The Australians keep their keel fins benefits when sailing into the wind, but runs into trouble when sailing downwind. Some strong variables in this year's defense of the America's Cup — a competition the United States has not lost in 132 years. The United States have their keel fins, a non-keel fin system, when the ship is out of the water. A Canadian diver was arrested this year for trespassing under Australia II with a camera.

This year, the Lecture Series Committee for the first time posted signs reading, "Please tell Committee for the first time like a freshmen to attend."

Here is the movie."}

Then the furor over Australia's radical keel was quieted by rescheduling the registration day as an MIT tradition. All the students seemed to think it was a student Center Committee, and the Residence/Orientation Committee provided manpower for the party, and the Alumni Office, the Department of Athletics, and the Office of the President provided funding for the event.
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